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SYNTHESIS OF A UNIFICATION ALGORITHM 
IN A LOGIC PROGRAMMING CALCULUS 
LARS-HENRIKERIKSSON 
D A formal specification of unification is presented and a unification algo- 
rithm is synthesized from it. The synthesis is done by logical deduction 
within the logic programming calculus developed by Hansson and Tarnlund. 
First-order logic with identity is used as the specification language and 
extended Horn clause logic as the target language. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this work is to investigate the logic programming calculus of 
Hansson and Tarnlund [6] by deriving a nontrivial program from abstract specifica- 
tions. The calculus is used to derive logic programs by logical deduction from 
specifications written in first-order logic with the identity axiom Vx x = x and axiom 
schema P(x) A x =y + P(y). To avoid nonconstructive proof constructs, such as 
reductio ad absurdum, intuitionistic logic is used. The natural deduction system of 
Prawitz [lo] is used for the derivations. The derived program will consist of Horn 
clauses [8] extended with negation and functional notation in a way similar to that of 
LPL [5]. 
Specifications are of two kinds: specification of data structures and specification 
of programs. The data structure specifications define the properties and contents of 
data types. They are, to a large extent, independent of the particular program being 
developed, allowing properties of data structures to be abstracted out of the program 
specifications. Different axiomatizations of the same data structure can be used to 
develop different programs from the same specifications, or libraries of axioms and 
lemmas for commonly used data structures could be created and used with different 
program specifications. 
Program specifications define the actual relation or function we wish to compute. 
The program and data specifications are used together to derive a set of clauses that 
can be efficiently run by contemporary logic programming systems like LPL or 
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systems imilar to Prolog [12]. The clauses comprise the derived program. Different 
derivations can give programs with different computational properties. In particular, 
the derivations are likely to be different depending on which of the arguments of a 
relation are going to be computed (output arguments) from the others (input 
arguments). 
The basic deduction strategy is a division of the deduction into cases, according 
to the different types of the input arguments. For each case one or several clauses are 
derived. 
Suppose that the relation for which we are going to derive a logic program, is 
p(i, o), where the input argument, i is a list. The definition of lists: 
Vw(list(w)*w=OV3 3 ( x y w = x.y A element(x) A list(y))) 
suggests that the program should have the following general structure: 
p(O)+ . . . 
p(x.J+- . . . 
This principle is similar to the principle used by Hansson [4], where induction 
schemas for the data types of the input arguments are used to divide the deduction 
into cases. 
By introducing assumptions about arguments, several clauses may be derived, 
each with the same general structure, but with a different assumption. 
Since the logic program is derived from the specifications, all computations that 
are derivable from the program are also derivable from the specifications (by the 
transitivity of F ), so the derivation process itself ensures partial correctness of all 
derived programs. 
To show total correctness of the derived program, termination remains to be 
proved. This amounts to showing that for all sets of input arguments that satisfy the 
input condition of the program (arguments for which the existence of output 
arguments can be proved from the specification axioms), the existence of output 
arguments can be proved from the derived program clauses alone. If that is the case, 
the semidecidability of first-order logic implies that a complete theorem prover, 
executing the logic program, can find such objects in finite time, i.e., the program 
terminates. 
In this work, these program derivation principles are applied to a specification of 
Robinson’s unification algorithm [ll]. Formal specifications of the relations and data 
types used in unification are made and a program to compute unifiers is developed. 
The unification algorithm is sufficiently simple to be derived formally by hand 
without any automated support other than a simple proof checker. 
Logic programs for the auxiliary relations and functions used by the unification 
algorithm are not developed here. Their treatment will be very similar to the 
treatment of the unification function itself. 
2. SPECIFICATION OF UNIFICATION 
2.1 Data Types 
Lists and symbols are the basic types that are used to construct the other data types 
used by the specification. Items of type Symbol are used in some types to “tag” 
different instances of the type. The Symbol type is assumed to be a primitive type, 
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which does not need to have any special properties, except that it should be possible 
to tell whether two Symbols are equal or not. 
Lists are defined in the usual way [6] using the following axioms: 
Axiom List: (Definition of lists) 
Vw(list(w)~ w=O V 3x3y(w=x.y A element(x)Al 
Axiom List-NE-NIL: (Difference between empty and constructed lists) 
VxVy7(0 = x.y)) 
Axiom List-EQ: (Property that equal lists have equal components) 
VxVyVx,Vy,(x.y = xi.y, +x = xi Ay =yi) 
Axiom Schema List-Induction: (Induction schema for lists) 
P(0) AVxVy(P(y) + P(x.y))+ Vz(list(z)-+ P(z)) 
Axiom Member-NIL: (Definition of membership of the empty list) 
vl.l-lu E 0 
Axiom Member-List: (Definition of membership of constructed lists) 
VuVxVy(u E x.y ++ f.4 =x v 24 Ey) 
We want to be able to make lists of arbitrary objects, so the type Element will 
include all possible objects: 
Axiom Element: (Definition of elements) 
V 24 efement( u) 
To specify that we can tell whether two symbols are equal or not, we have the 
axiom: 
Axiom Symbol-Excluded-Middle: (The rule of the excluded middle for symbols) 
VxVy(symbo~(x) A symbol(y) + x = y V lx = y)’ 
All predicates and logical terms of different kinds that are subject to the 
unification we intend to specify, are represented as data structures. 
Predicates are represented by a function pred’un(s, cl), where s is a Symbol 
representing the predicate symbol, and tl is a list of the representations of the 
arguments of the predicate. Functions are represented in a similar manner, using 
termfun instead of predfun. Constants are treated as 0-ary functions. 
Variables are represented by a function uarfun(s), where s is a Symbol identify- 
ing the variable. 
Example: the predicate p( f (x), a) (where x is a variable and a a constant), will 
be represented as 
predfun ( p, termfun ( f, uarfun ( x) .O) . termfun (a, 0) .O)’ 
where a, f, p, and x are Symbols. 
The properties of these structures are defined by the following axioms and 
schemas. In addition, lists of represented terms and general terms are defined. 
Axiom Predicate: (Definition of represented predicates) 
Vp( predicute( p) * 3s3tl(symbol(s) A termlist(t1) Ap =predfun(s, tl))) 
‘This axiom is necessary, since the rule of the excluded middle is not a theorem in intuitionistic logic. 
‘The function is right associative, so a. b. c means a.( b. c). 
Axiom Predicate-EQ: (Property that predicates have unique representations) 
VslVs2Vtl,Vtl,( predfun(+ tl,) =predfun(s,, tl,) + s1 = s2 A tlI = t12) 
Axiom Termlist: (Definitions of lists of terms) 
Qtl(termlist(t1) * list(tl) A Vt(t E tl--, term(t))) 
Axiom Term: (Definition of represented terms) 
Vt(term(t)- uuriuble(t)Vfunction(t)) 
Schema Term-Induction: (Induction schema for represented terms) 
Vu( variuble( u) H P(u)) A 
QfVtl(symbol(f)Atennlist(tl)AQt(t~tl~P(t))-,P(termfun(f,tl))) 
--) Vz(term(z) -3 P(z)) 
Axiom Variable: (Detkition of represented variables) 
Qu(uuriuble(u) f) %(symbol(s) A u = uurfun(s))) 
Axiom Variable-EQ: (Property that variables have unique representations) 
QxVy(uurfun(x) = uurfun(y) + x =y) 
Axiom Function: (Definition of represented functions) 
Vc( function ( c) f) 3s 3 tl( symbol( s ) A termlist (tl) A c = termfun (s, tl))) 
Axiom Function-EQ: (Property that terms have unique representations) 
Vs,Qs,Vtl,Vtl,(termfun(s,, tl,) = termfun(sZ, tl,) + s1 = s2 A tl, = tl,) 
Axiom Variable-NE-Function: (Property that variables and predicates are repre- 
sented differently) 
VuVfVtl,uurfun(u)= termfun(f, tl) 
Axiom Term-NE-Predicate: (Property that terms are different from predicates) 
Vx(term(x) -+ 7predicute(x)) 
Axiom Term-NE-Termlist: (Property that terms are different from term lists) 
Vx( term(x) + 7 termlist( 
Axiom Predicate-NE-Termlist: (Property that predicates are different from term 
lists) 
Vx( termlist + 7predicute(x)) 
The reason for choosing these axioms will not be discussed in depth. All of them 
except the induction schema for terms are definitions of data structures that should 
be obvious. The axiom schema is intended to convey the fact that terms are 
constructed in an iterative fashion in a finite number of steps. It would be possible to 
express that fact directly by defining a measure of the number of steps needed to 
construct a term (assuming a suitable formalization of the concept of “step”) and 
asserting that for each term, such a measure exists and is a natural number. The 
induction principle for natural numbers could then be used to derive the axiom 
schema for terms. However, this would present an additional complication which 
would not be related to the actual synthesis, so it was not done. 
Substitutions are represented by substitution lists, i.e., lists of pairs of representa- 
tions of variables and the representation of the term being substituted for that 
variable. The pairs are of the form pair(u, t), where u is the representation of the 
variable and t the representation of the term. 
An additional property of substitutions is that they are unambiguous; there must 
not be two different terms substituted for the same variable. 
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The axiom defining substitution lists includes this constraint: 
Axiom Substlist: (Definition of substitution lists) 
v u( substlist( 24) @ 
list(u) A Vp(p E u + 3u3t(uariable(u) A term(t) Ap =pair(u, t)A 
Vrl( pair( u, tl) E u + t = h)))) 
Axiom Pair-EQ: (Property that pairs have unique representations) 
VulVuzV’tlVfZ( puir(u,, tl) =puir( u2, t2) + u1 = u2 A t, = t2) 
To make the discussion less cumbersome, from now on we will generally refer to 
the representations of the logical predicates, terms, and substitution lists involved in 
unification, as being the actual predicates, terms, and substitution lists themselves. 
Any cases where there is reason to refer to the predicates and terms of the 
specification itself will be specifically noted. 
2.2 Relations 
The specification of the unification relation and auxiliary relations is adapted from 
the original definition of unification by Robinson [ll]. 
Five relations and functions are defined: 
l uniJer(u, b, u) 
The substitution u is a unifier of the two predicates, terms, or lists of terms a 
and b. The ordinary definition of unification is extended to deal with lists of 
terms. Two such lists are unifiable if they are of equal length and correspond- 
ing terms unify with the same unifier. 
l mgu(a, b, u) 
The substitution u is a most general unifier of the two predicates, terms, or list 
of terms a and b. 
. subst(u, u) = b 
b is the result of applying the substitution u on the predicate, term, or list of 
terms a. 
l substconc( a, b) = c 
c is the concatenation of the two substitutions a and b, i.e., a substitution 
that, when applied to a term, predicate or list of terms, gives the same result as 
sequential application of the substitutions a and b. 
l occurs-in(x, y) 
The term x is a part of the term y. 
These relations and functions are defined by axioms of the specification. The type 
conditions are in many cases rather weak, i.e., only in one place where substitutions 
are used (the axiom “Subst-Variable”) is there a requirement hat the substitution is 
of type substlist. The reason for this is to have a set of specification that is as open as 
possible. If these specifications were used in real programming, one would wish to 
have the possibility of changing the data structures used (e.g., using objects of some 
other type than substlist as substitutions), without having to change the specifica- 
tions in more places than necessary. 
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Axiom Unifier: (Definition of unifiers) 
VaQbQu( uni$er( a, b, u) @ subst( a, u) = subst( b, u)) 
Axiom Mgu: (Definition of most general unifiers) 
QaQbVu (mgu(a, b, u) f) 
unifier(a, b, u) A Vu,( unifier(a, b, UJ + 3 u2 substconc( u, u2) = ul)) 
Axiom Subst-NIL: (Substitution in empty lists) 
Vu subst(0, u) = 0 
Axiom Subst-Termlist: (Substitution in terms) 
VtVtlQu (termlist(t.tl) + subst(t.tl, u) = subst(t, u).subst(tl, u)) 
Axiom Subst-Function: (Substitution in functions) 
QfQtlQu (function(termfun(f,tl))+subst(terrnfun(f,tl),u)= 
terrnfun( f, subst(tl, u))) 
Axiom Subst-Variable: (Substitution of variables) 
QuQuVu, (uariable( u) -+ 
(subst( u, u) = u1 - substlist( u) A (pair( u, q) E u v 
4t pair( u, t) E u A u = 21~))) 
Axiom Subst-Predicate: (Substitution in predicates) 
VfQtlQu (predicate(predfun(f,tl))+ 
subst( predfun ( f, tl), u) = predfun ( f, subst( tl, u))) 
Axiom Substconc: (Definition of concatenation of substitutions) 
VaQbQc (substconc(a, b) = c c) 
Vx(term(x) Vpredicate(x) V terrnlist(x) + subst(subst(x, a), b) = 
subst( x, c))) 
Axiom Occurs-in-variable: (Occurrences in variables) 
Vx Qy ( variable ( y ) + T occurs-in (x, y )) 
Axiom Occurs-in-function: (Occurrences in functions) 
QxQfQtl (function(termfun(f, tl))+ 
(occurs-in(x, termfun(f, tl))++ 3t (t E tl A (t = x V 
occurs-in (x, t ))))) 
It is worth noting that the occur check used by unitication algorithms is not a part 
of the formal specifications of unification, but finds its way into the unification 
algorithm during the synthesis to check one of the conditions that a unitier can be 
constructed. 
Even without the explicit occur check, the specifications are strong enough to 
prevent terms like x and f(x) to be unified. Assuming that these terms could be 
unified, one could deduce that the unifer must contain a circular term (a term which 
is identical to a part of itself). However, the induction schema for terms prohibit 
circular terms, as it can be shown by induction that no term is circular. 
Formally, if 3 u uni$er( uarfun (x), termfun ( f, uarfun (x).0), u) holds, one could 
deduce that 3x (term(x) A x = termfun( f, x.0) A x E u). One could then prove that 
occurs-in(x, x) was true, while it can be shown by induction that Qz(term(z) + 
+murs-in(z, z)), leading to a contradiction. 
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3. DERIVATION OF THE PROGRAM 
3.1 Structure of the Derivation 
The goal of the synthesis is to derive a logic program with extended Horn clauses to 
compute the most general unifier of terms, predicates, or term lists, i.e., a program of 
the form: 
m&r, b, 4 + . . . . right hand side 1. . . 
?&a, b, 4 + .,. right handside 2... . 
. ..etc... 
The right-hand sides of the clauses are constructions of the unifier u and 
assumptions about different cases of the types and properties of a and 6. 
We want the program to unify objects of the types predicate, term, or term list. 
Since we have two input arguments (a and b) we get nine different cases when 
considering the different types of the input arguments. 
If a and b are of different types, no unifier exists and no program clause can be 
synthesized. From the specification axioms for substitution, it can be seen that 
substitution preserves types (predicate, term, or term list). Since objects of these 
types are always different, objects of different types can never unify, leaving us with 
the three cases where a and b have the same type. 
From the definitions of terms and term lists, we can see that the cases for these 
types can be further divided into subcases for terms and variables and for empty and 
nonempty lists, respectively. This gives us the following main cases of the program: 
Type of a 
predicate 
variable 
variable 
function 
function 
empty list 
empty list 
nonempty list 
nonempty list 
Type of b 
predicate 
variable 
function 
variable 
function 
empty list 
nonempty list 
empty list 
nonempty list 
Generally, the derivations have been constructed backwards starting with the 
left-hand side of each clause, mgu(a, b, u), that is going to be derived. As introduc- 
tion of additional assumptions becomes necessary, the derivations split into sub- 
cases. 
3.2 Lemmas 
Before starting the actual derivations, we will need a few lemmas expressing 
properties of the data structures. 
Lemma Occurs-subst: 
VtVuVx (term(t) A variable(u) A 7occurs-in(u, t) A term(x) + 
subst(t, pair( u, x).0) = t) 
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This lemma expresses the fact that terms not containing a certain variable are 
unchanged by substitutions for that variable. 
Lemma Substconc-Associativity: (Associativity of concatenation of substitutions) 
VaVbVc(sub.stconc( substconc( a,b), c) = sub.stconc( a, substconc( b, c))) 
Lemma Nil-Subst: (Null substitution) 
VX (term(x) Vpredicate(x) V terrnlist(x) + subst(x,O) = x) 
The proof of these lemmas can be found in an earlier version of this article 
published as an UPMAIL research report [3]. In addition, several minor lemmas are 
introduced and proved there. 
Proving these lemmas is not really a part of the synthesis. Just as a human 
programmer has previous knowledge of basic properties of data structures, it can be 
assumed that there exists a library of relevant lemmas for each data structure used. 
3.3 Proof Notation 
In order to be more readily understandable, the proofs are presented in a condensed 
form with little detail. Each step in the condensed proofs generally corresponds to 
many steps in the full proof. The full proofs can be found in an appendix to [3]. The 
axioms and proofs have been revised slightly since the original report was published 
so in a few cases the full proofs given in that report differ from the condensed proofs 
given here. 
The form of the proofs is similar to the form ordinarily used to present natural 
deduction proofs. Comments to the right of each step explains how the step was 
reached. The comments include names of ordinary natural deduction inference rules 
(such as Q-elimination), “Subst” which means that a substitution using the substitu- 
tion schema (P(x) A x = y + P(y)) has been used, the name of an axiom, or 
“Definition of p” which means that an occurrence of p has been replaced by its 
definition, or vice versa. 
3.4 The Derivations 
3.4.1 THE VARIABLE-VARIABLE CASE. This case gets split into three subcases, one 
where a = b A u = 0 holds (unifying two identical variables), one where Ta = b A u 
=pair(a, b).O holds (unifying two different variables, first case), and one where 
Ta = b A u = pair( b, a).0 holds (unifying two different variables, second case). 
Identical variables case: 
variable(a) A variable(b) A Initial assumptions 
a=br\u=O Added assumptions 
subst( a, u) = subst( a, u) Identity 
subst( a, u) = subst( 6, u) A -elimination (l), subst (2) 
uniJier( a, b, u) Definition of unifier (3) 
uni’er( u, b, UJ Hypothesis 
term(x) ~predicate(x) V termlist Hypothesis 
subst( x, 0) = x Lemma nil-subst 
subst(x, u) = x A -elimination (l), subst (7) 
subst(x, ul) = subst(x, ul) Identity 
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10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
subst(subst(x, u), ul) = subst(x, ui) Subst (8) (9) 
substconc( u, ut) = u1 + -introduction, definition of 
substconc 
3 u2 substconc( u, ut) = u1 3-introduction (11) 
Vu,(unij’ier(a, b, ul) + 
3 u,substconc( u, uz) = UJ + -introduction, V-introduction 
mgu(a, b, u) A -introduction (3) (13), 
definition of mgu 
15 mgu( a, b, u) +- uariuble( a) A 
uuriubfe( b) A a = b A u = 0 
Different variables: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
uuriuble( a) A uuriuble( b) A 
,a = b A u = puir( a, b).O 
puir( a, b) E puir( a, b).O 
puir( a, b) E u 
puir( a, b) E u V ,3t puir( a, t ) E u A 
u=b 
Initial assumptions 
Added assumptions 
Definition of E 
A -elimination (1) subst (2) 
5 subsr( a, u) = b 
6 -,occurs-in( a, b) 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
subst( b, puir( a, b).O) = b 
subst( b, u) = b 
subst( a, u) = subst( b, u) 
uni$er( a, b, u) 
unijer(u, b, ul) 
term(x) V predicate(x) V termlist(x) 
subst(subst(x, u), ul) = subst(x, ul) 
V -introduction (3) 
Definition of subst (4) 
A -elimination (l), definition of 
occurs-in 
(6) and lemma occurs-subst 
A -elimination (l), subst (7) 
Subst (5) (8) 
Definition of uniJier (9) 
Hypothesis 
Hypothesis 
By induction over x 
(see [31) 
14 
15 
16 
17 
Vu, (uniJer(u, b, ul) -+ 
3 u2 substconc( u, u2) = uJ 
mgu(a, b, u) 
+ -introduction, V-introduction 
A -introduction (10) (16), definition 
of mgu 
18 mgu( a, b, u) +- vuriuble( a) A vuriuble( b) A 
+ -introduction 
lu = b A u = puir( a, b).O --, -introduction 
The second case of different variables is analogous to the first. 
3.4.2 THE VARIABLE-FUNCTION CASE 
vuriuble( a) A function(b) A Initial assumptions 
7occurs-in(u, b) A u =puir(u, b).O Added assumptions 
11 
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2 
3 
4 
pair( a, 6) E pair( a, b).O 
pair( a, b) E u 
pair(a, b) E u V --dtpair(a, t) E u A 
a=b 
5 subst( a, u) = b 
6 subst( b, pair( a, b).O) = b 
7 subst( b, u) = b 
8 subst( a, u) = subst( b, u) 
9 unifer( a, b, u) 
10 uni’er( a, b, ul) 
11 term(x) Vpredicate(x) V term&(x) 
12 subst(subst(x, u), uJ = subst(x, uJ 
13 
14 
15 
16 
substconc( u, ul) = u1 
3 u2 substconc( u, u2) = u1 
Vu, (uni$er( a, b, ul) + 
3 u2 substconc( u, u2) = uI) 
m&a, b, u) 
17 mgu( a, b, u) + variable(a) A 
function(b) A 
-,occurs-in(a, b) A u =pair(a, b).O 
Definition of E 
A -elimination (l), subst (2) 
V -introduction (3) 
Definition of subst (4) 
(1) and lemma occurs-subst 
A -elimination (1) subst (6) 
Subst (5) (7) 
Definition of unijier (8) 
Hypothesis 
Hypothesis 
By induction over x 
(see 131) 
-+ -introduction, definition of 
substconc 
-J-introduction (13) 
+ -introduction, V-introduction 
A -introduction (9) (15) definition 
of mgu 
+ -introduction 
3.4.3 THE FUNCTION-VARIABLE CASE. The function-variable case is treated anal- 
ogously to the variable-function case. 
3.4.4 THE FUNCTION-FUNCTION CASE 
1 - function(a) A function( b) A Initial assumptions 
a = termfun(s, al) A b = termfun(s, b,) 
A m&a,, b,, u) Added assumptions 
2 uniJier( a,, b,, u) A -elimination (l), definition of 
mgu 
3 subst(a,, u) = subst(b,, u) Definition of unifier (2) 
4 termfun (s, subst( a,, u)) = 
termfun (s, subst( a,, u)) Identity 
5 termfun(s, subst(a,, u)) = 
termfun(s, subst(bz, u)) Subst (3) (4) 
6 subst( termfun (s, az), u) = 
subst( termfun (s, b,), u) Definition of subst (5) 
7 subst(a, u) = subst(b, u) A -elimination (1) subst (6) 
8 unifer( a, 6, u) Definition of unifier (7) 
9 unifier( a, b, uI) Hypothesis 
10 subst(a, ul) = subst(b, ul) Definition of unzJier (9) 
11 subst(termfun(s, a,), ul) = 
subst( termfun(s, b,), ul) A -elimination (1) subst(l0) 
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termfun(s, subst( a,, uI)) = 
termfun (s, subst( b,, z+)) 
Definition of subst (11) 
14 
15 
16 
17 
subst(a,, UJ = subst( b,, uJ Axiom Function-EQ, 
+ -elimination (12) 
WJier(a,, b,, u,) Definition of. unifier (13) 
Vu,(unijier(a,, b,, ul) + 
3 u2 substconc( u, u2) = ul) A -elimination (l), definition 
of mgu 
3 u2 substconc( u, u2) = u1 + -elimination (15) (14) 
Vq(unifier(a, b, ul) -+ 
3 u2 substconc( u, u2) = uI) + -introduction 
mgu(a, b, u) A -introduction (8) (17) definition 
I 
of mgu 
19 mgu( a, b, u) +-function(u) A 
function(b) A -+ -introduction 
a = termfun(s, a,) A b = termfun(s, b,) A 
mgu(a,, 4, ~1 
18 
1 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
3.4.5 THE EMPTY LIST-EMPTY LIST CASE 
termlist( a) A termlist( b) A 
a=OAb=OAu=O 
subst(O,O) = subst(O,O) 
subst( a, u) = subst( b, u) 
uniJer( a, b, u) 
uniJier( a, b, ul) 
term (x ) V predicate (x ) V 
termlist( x) 
subst(x, q) = subst(x, ul) 
subst( x, 0) = x 
subst(x, u) = x 
subst(subst( x, u), ul) = 
subst( x, uJ 
substconc( u, ul) = u1 
Initial assumption 
Added assumptions 
Identity 
A -elimination (1) subst (2) 
Definition of uni$er (3) 
Hypothesis 
Hypothesis 
Identity 
Lemma nil-subst 
A -elimination (l), subst (8) 
Subst (7) (9) 
+ -introduction, definition of 
substconc 
3 u2 substconc( u, u2) = u1 
VU, (uni$er(u, b, q) + 
3 u2 substconc( u, u2) = ul) 
mgu(a, 6, u) 
!&introduction (11) 
+ -introduction, V-introduction 
A -introduction (4) (13) definition 
of mgu 
mgu( a, b, u) +- termlist( a) A 
termlist( b) A a = 0 A 
b=OAu=O 
-+ -introduction 
3.4.6 THE EMPTY LIST-NONEMPTY LIST CASE. It is not possible to unify an empty 
list and a nonempty list, as they will still be empty and nonempty, respectively, after 
any substitutions. 
Since -0 = subst(t, u).subst(tl, u) holds, we can derive ,3u mgu(O, t. tZ, u), which 
expresses the fact that no unifier exists. 
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3.4.7 THE NONEMPTY LIST-EMPI'Y LIST CASE. The remarks about the 
empty-nonempty list case apply here as well. 
3.4.8 THE NONEMPTY LIST-NONEMPTY LIST CASE 
1 
2 
- termlist( a) A termlist( b) A 
a = al.a, A b = b,. b, A mgu(a/, b,, u,) A 
a, = subst(a,, u,) A b, = subst(b,, uI) A 
mgu(subst(a,, u,), subst(b,, u,), ur) A 
u = substconc( u,, u,) 
mgu(subst(a,, u,), subst(b,, u,), u,) 
3 uniJer(subst(a,, u,), subst(b,, u,), uI) 
4 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
subst(subst(a,, u,), u,) = 
subst(subst(b,, u,), u,) 
subst( a,, u) = subst( b,, u) 
unifier(a,, b,, u,) 
subst(a,, u,) = subst(b,, u,) 
subst(subst(a,, u,), u,) = 
subst(subst(a,, u,), u,) 
subst(subst(a,, u,), u,) = 
subst( subst( b,, u,), u,) 
subst( a,, u) = subst( b,, u) 
subst( a,, u).subst( a,, u) = 
subst( a,, u).subst( a,, u) 
subst(a,, u).subst(a,, u) = 
subst(b,, u).subst(b,, u) 
subst(a,.a,, u)= subst(b,.b,, u) 
subst(a, u) = subst(b, u) 
unifier(a, b, u) 
uni’er(a, b, ul) 
subst(a, ul) = subst(b, ul) 
subst(a,.a,, uI) = subst(b,.b,, ul) 
subst(a,, u,).subst(a,, q) = 
subst(b,, u,).subst(b,, ul) 
subst(a,, ul) = subst(b,, ul) 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
u@fier( a,, b,, ul) 
Vu,( uniJer( a,, b,, ul) -+ 
3 u2 substconc( u,, u2) = q) 
3 u2 substconc( u,, u2) = u1 
substconc( u,, ug) = u1 
term( a,) 
26 subst(subst(a,, u,), Us) =subst(a,, ul) 
27 term ( b, ) 
28 subst(subst(b,, zq), uJ) = subst(b,, ul) 
29 subst(at, q) = subst(b,, ul) 
Initial assumptions 
Added assumptions 
A -elimination (1) 
,subst A -elimination (1) 
A -elimination (1) 
definition of mgu 
Definition of uniJier (3) 
Definition of substconc (4) 
A -elimination (1) def of mgu 
Definition of unijer (6) 
Identity 
Subst (7) (8) 
Definition of substconc (9) 
Identity 
Subst (5) (10) (11) 
Definition of subst (12) 
A-elimination (1) subst (13) 
Definition of uniJier (14) 
Hypothesis 
Definition of uni$er (16) 
A -elimination (1) subst (17) 
Definition of subst (18) 
Axiom List-EQ, + , 
A -elimination (19) 
Definition of un$er (20) 
A -elimination (1) definition of 
mgu 
+ -elimination (21) (22) 
Hypothesis for g-elimination (23) 
A -elimination (1) definition of 
term 
Definition of substconc (24) (25) 
A -elimination (1) definition of 
term 
Definition of substconc (24) (25) 
Axiom List-EQ, --, , 
A -elimination (19) 
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30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
subst(subst(a,, u,), UJ) = 
subst(subst(b,, u,), u3) 
uniJier(subst( a,, u,), 
subst(b,, q), u3) 
Vu,(unifer(subst(a,, u,), 
subst(b,, u,), ul> + 
3 242 substconc( ut, u2) = ul) 
3 u* substconc( ut, u2) = ug 
r 
substconc( u,, 242) = 243 
substconc( u,, substconc( Ul’ uz)) 
=u 
subs:conc(substconc(u,, ut), l.42) 
=u 1 
substconc( u, 242) = Ul 
3 u2 substconc( u, 242) = Ul 
Subst (26) (28) (29) 
Definition of unifier (30) 
A -elimination (l), definition of mgu 
+ -elimination (31) (32) 
Hypothesis for 3-elimination (33) 
Subst (24) (34) 
Lemma substconc-associativity and (35) 
A -elimination (l), subst (36) 
3-introduction (37) 
IL 3 u2 substconc( u, u2) = u1 3-elimination 
Vu, (uni’er(a, b, q) + 
3 u2 substconc( u, u2) = ul) 
mgu(a, b, u) 
-+ -introduction, V-introduction 
Definition of mgu (40) 
42 mgu( a, b, u) + termlist( a) A 
termlist( b) A a = a,. a, + -introduction 
A b = b,.b, A mgu(a,, b,, u,) A 
mgu(subst( a,, u,), subst( b,, uI), u,) A 
u = substconc( u,, u,)) 
3.4.9 THE PREDICATE-PREDICATE CASE. This case is analogous to the 
function-function case. 
3.5 The Derived Program 
Putting the derived program clauses together, we obtain the following program: 
mgu(a,b,u)+uariabZe(a)Avariable(b)Aa=bAu=O 
mgu(a,b,u)~uariabZe(a)Avariable(b)A,a=bAu=pair(a,b).O 
mgu(a,b,u)~variuble(a)Auariable(b)A,a=bAu=pair(b,a).0 
mgu(a,b,u)cvariable(a)Afunction(b)A,occurs-in(a,b) Au=pair(a,b).O 
mgu(a,b,u)~function(a)Auariable(b)A,occurs-in(b,a)Au=pair(b,a).O 
mgu(a,b,u)tfunction(a)Afunction(b)Aa=termfun(s,a,)A 
b = termfun(s, b,) Amgu(a,, b,, u) 
mgu(a, b,u)+ termlist A termlist Au=0 A b=O A u=O 
mgu(a, b, u) + termlist A termlist A a = a,.~, A b = b,.b, 
Amgu(a,, b,, u,) A 
a,=subst(a,,u,) Ab,=subst(b,,u,)Amgu(a,,b,,u,) A 
u = substconc( uI, ut) 
mgu(a, b, u) +predicate(a) Apredicate A 
a =predfun(s, a[) A b =predfun(s, b,) Amgu(a,, b,, u) 
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This program can be executed irectly by an extended Horn clause interpreter. In 
practice, some simplifications would probably be performed, such as omitting many 
type predicates (assuming that the program is always called with correct input), and 
substituting equalities in the body of a clause into its head. 
Although the program is executable, it is not a very efficient unification algorithm. 
The inefficiency comes primarily from the substitutions and concatenations done in 
the case of two constructed lists. An alternative approach would have been to define 
an auxiliary relation mgu’ as: 
VuVbQuVvVw mgu’(a, b, u, v) - mgu(subst(a, v), subst(b, v), w) 
Au=substconc(v,w) 
and derive a program for mgu’ instead. This definition of mgu’ would eliminate the 
call to substconc in the list-list case, which is the main case of the program. 
Such program transformations are of great interest and will be investigated by 
further research. 
3.6 Termination of the Derived Program 
Since partial correctness of the program is ensured by the deductive synthesis, only 
termination must be proved to show total correctness. Proving termination amounts 
to showing that the program terminates for all correct inputs, i.e., that if a most 
general unifier exists, the program will find it. The termination theorem is: 
~uVbVumgu,(a,b,u)A(predicute(u)Vterm(u)Vtermlist(u))A 
( predicate ( b) V term ( b) V term&( b)) 
--) 3u’mguh(u, b, u’) 
where mgu, is the mgu relation of the specification, and mgu, is the mgu relation of 
the logic program. Termination proofs in the logic programming calculus have been 
treated by Clark and Tarnlund [2], and this termination theorem will not be proved 
here. 
4. RELATED WORK 
A synthesis of the unification algorithm from specifications has also been done by 
Manna and Waldinger [9]. They derive programs in a LISP-like functional target 
language from specifications in first-order logic using an informal deduction system 
and their “theory of expressions and substitutions.” In contrast, in the present work, 
specifications, derived programs, and deductions are all part of a single formal 
system based on intuitionistic natural deduction. 
If a program should be synthesised for the relation r(u, z), where a is the input 
and t the output, Manna and Waldinger attempt o find a constructive proof of the 
theorem: 
VaSr( p(a) + r(a, z)), 
where p(i) is the condition that the input is acceptable. From the construction of z 
in the proof, the program can be extracted. 
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Their derivations use a case analysis similar to ours. The derivations differ from 
ours mainly in the way induction is done. Where we use separate induction schemas 
for each data type, Manna and Waldinger use the following schema (the principle of 
well-founded induction): 
V’a(aEsAVx(x<a + Q(x)) + Q(a)) + vz(z ES --, Q(Z)), 
where Q is some predicate and < is a well-founded ordering3 over the set s. 
This has the advantage that separate induction schemas need not be provided for 
each data type and that termination follows automatically, but the obvious disad- 
vantage that a well-founded ordering must be found for each derivation. 
The specifications used by Manna and Waldinger differ somewhat from ours, the 
resulting program, however, is very similar to our derived logic program, viewed 
procedurally. The main difference is that their program returns an explicit failure 
“unifier” when the terms cannot be unified. 
Other research on deductive program synthesis include the work of Clark and 
Darlington [l], where different classes of sorting algorithms were synthesized from 
common specifications, and the article by Hogger [7] on the use of logical deduction 
for transformation and synthesis of logic programs. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The present work has shown that it is possible to synthesize nontrivial programs 
from specifications, using a logic programming calculus. Although the deductions get 
very voluminous (the deductions here have a length of approximately 2500 steps), 
they are relatively straightforward (they have been developed entirely by hand), and 
it should be possible to mechanize much of them. Presently the only automated 
process is verifying the completed proofs using an automatic proof checker. 
Possible things to mechanize include automatic generation of cases, keeping track 
of the current status of the derivations, and much of the theorem proving. Future 
research will involve working out principles for such semiautomated program 
synthesis. 
I wish to thank my collegues at UPMAIL for many useful discussions. Special thanks to he Hansson 
and my advisor Sten-kke Ttilund, who spent much time reading drafts of this article and suggesting 
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